Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. berry, carrot, about, address
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

2. errand, collect, flower, happen
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

3. however, happy, litter, lettuce
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

4. necessary, messy, puzzle, pizza
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

5. successfully, really, spill, traffic
   ___________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________
ANSWER KEY

Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. berry, carrot, about, address
   about, address, berry, carrot

2. errand, collect, flower, happen
   collect, errand, flower, happen

3. however, happy, litter, lettuce
   happy, however, lettuce, litter

4. necessary, messy, puzzle, pizza
   messy, necessary, pizza, puzzle

5. successfully, really, spill, traffic
   really, spill, successfully, traffic
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